
free pattern

Tulips  To  The  T

• DESIGNED BY JACKIE ROBINSON
• FINISHED SIZE: 71” X 83”
•  PATTERN AVAILABLE IN 

JUNE/JULY 2019 AT BENARTEX.COM



Tulips To The T
Twin - 71” x 83”

Totally Tulips, Jackie Robinson & Benartex

nimas
Quilts

animasquilts.com

designed by
Jackie Robinson

Eureka, MT

Yardage & Cutting:  Sku’s are Pink/Grey, Peri/Teal.
Number in parenthesis is the quantity to cut 

Tulip Medallion - 6732P-11,6732P-84  1 yd
Fussy Cut (50) 3-1/2” squares 

Damask Pink or Peri - 6736P-20, 3736P-56      1/2 yd
Cut (2) 3-1/2” strips into:

(48) 3-1/2” x 1-1/2”
Cut (4) 1-1/2” strips into:

(104) 1-1/2” squares

Wave Pink or Peri - 2966P-22, 2966P-55  3/4 yd
Cut (2) 3-1/2” strips into:

(52) 3-1/2” x 1-1/2”
Cut (4) 1-1/2” strips into:

(96) 1-1/2” squares
Cut (7) 1-1/2” strips for Inner Border

Damask Grey or Teal - 6736P-13, 3736P-85      1/2 yd
Cut (2) 3-1/2” strips into:

(48) 3-1/2” x 1-1/2”
Cut (4) 1-1/2” strips into:

(104) 1-1/2” squares

Yardage & Cutting- Cont

Wave Grey or Teal - 2966P-11, 2966P-84  1/2 yd
Cut (2) 3-1/2” strips into:

(52) 3-1/2” x 1-1/2”
Cut (4) 1-1/2” strips into:

(96) 1-1/2” squares

Chevron Grey or Teal - 6735P-08, 6735P-04      2 yds
Cut (18) 3-1/2” strips into:

(18) 3-1/2” x 9-1/2”
(53) 3-1/2” squares
(200) 3-1/2” x 1-1/2”

Tulip Stripe - 6730P-11, 6730P-84 2-1/2 yds
Cut (4) Vertical 6-1/2” x LoF centering Tulips
Cut (4) Vertical 2-1/2” x LoF centering medallion

for Binding

Backing 5-1/4 yds

Binding Miter Tool



4.. Sew the 1-1/2” Inner Border pieces together,
end to end.  Attach them to the sides and the top
and bottom.

5. Attach the Tulip Stripe Borders.  Begin and end
at the 1/4” seam allowance at each corner, and
leave an 8” miter ‘tail’ extending.

6. Place a corner to miter on your ironing board,
with the border that is lying horizontal
extending to the right, and the one that is vertical
on top of it and
extending up.  Fold
the top extending
border diagonally
under and position
so it is exactly on top
of the one extending
to the right.  When
satisfied it is correct,
smash it with the
iron.

7. Use a pin or two to hold the mitered corner in
place.  From the underside, stitch in the pressed
crease.  Check to see
that it’s correct and if it
is, trim the excess from
the seam to 1/4”.  Press
these seams open.
Repeat Steps 6-7 for
each of the corners to
be mitered.

8. Layer your quilt and prepare to quilt your
masterpiece.  You might like to detail the images.

9. Bind with the 2-1/2 Medallion Tonal strips,
following the instructions with the Binding Miter
Tool.  There is also a video demo of this terrific tool
at www.YouTube.com

NOTE:  If this Animas Quilts & Benartex pattern is
included in a kit, any questions about the kit
should be addressed to the vendor from whom
you bought it.  

Construction:  
This project uses precise 1/4” seams.  To test your
seam allowance, accurately cut (2) 1-1/2” x 3” 
rectangles.  Stitch them together along the 3” length.
At the midpoint, measure across the unit. 
It should be exactly 2-1/2” wide.  If not, 
adjust your seam allowance and repeat.

1. Diagonally stitch a 1-1/2” square of Damask or
Wave across a 1-1/2” end of 3-1/2” x 1-1/2” Chevron.
In each of the 4 colors, stitch half in one direction,
and half in the other direction.  Trim the excess and
press gently
toward the
Damask or
Wave.

2. Stitch a 1-1/2” x 3-1/2” Same color, opposite print
piece between a mirror image pair of Step 1 units,
exactly
as
shown.

3. Lay out all the 3-1/2” squares from Step 2, the
Fussy Cut squares, and the 3-1/2” squares of
Chevron.  Keep the same four Step 2 units
surrounding each Fussy Cut square -  OR - scramble
them.  It’s your choice.  The 3-1/2” x 9-1/2” Chevron
pieces go around the edges.  Sew the quilt together
in rows.  Press carefully.
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